
Why Would You Want to Settle for Regular
Sugar, Flour, and Butter When You Can Have
the Very Cake of Life?

Know and Harness the Difference Between Your Brain
and Mind.

When you become wisdom, you will not
only have pure happiness, love,
relaxation, sound sleep etc., in fact, you
will become pure life itself.

RIDGEFIELD PARK, NEW JERSEY,
USA, May 15, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/
-- Wisdom is like a cake. All the attributes
of wisdom are compounded into wisdom
and become the flavor of wisdom itself.
Love, sacrifice, courage etc. all become
wisdom just as sugar, flour, butter; all
loose their own identity and become the cake. Wisdom is much more than the sum of its parts; just
like the cake is much more than sugar, flour, and butter etc.. 

We bring up our girls humble
and our boys macho. It's
machoness in our boys that
results in all these ills of
society.”

Sajid Khan, Ensure Wisdom
Through Emotionally Healthy

Parenting.

Just imagine if I said to you, 'Here, have some cake,' and I
handed you just sugar. If you haven't eaten a cake and you
keep eating sugar, flour, butter separately in the hope that you
will start to even experience the cake; you must realize that
you will have no clue to the flavor of the cake; much less have
the cake. You must understand that the love that is taught
independently of wisdom is far from wisdom. The attributes in
wisdom do not have an independent identity. They all come in
one package as wisdom. 

The attribute of say, love, when taught separately from
wisdom is much less than the love that is an integral part of

wisdom. It is somewhat like experiencing sugar instead of the cake. The only way to have the cake is
to have the cake. The only way to have wisdom is to become wisdom; by going for the whole package
of wisdom.

Forget trying to learn wisdom by trying to learn its attributes; go full throttle for becoming wisdom. The
only effective way to learn wisdom is to become wisdom. So the question is what is wisdom and how
does one become wisdom.

Wisdom comes into existence when emotionally healthy biochemicals that are produced by the
physically healthy brain interact. It is the quality of the physical brain wiring that determines the quality
of the biochemicals that generate wisdom. Current wisdom education results in failure because one
cannot teach a wrongly wired brain to retune itself by merely being taught the knowledge of wisdom.
The unhealthy brain wiring can only be healed through brain therapy.
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Emotionally Healthy Brain Generates
Emotional Intelligence.

You Can Become Wise Now.

Since the ancient times, our wisdom sages have
understood that the problems of society were due
to too many unwise/ignorant people. They
planned that only if the ignorant could be made
wise through wisdom education. 

They figured out that if they could uncover the
mystery of wisdom they could teach wisdom and
make the whole society wise. First, they were
unable to figure out wisdom and even worse they
misunderstood the very nature of wisdom. 

The same blunders regarding wisdom are being
committed again and again since ancient times.

a) Wisdom is considered a stand-alone body of
knowledge. Wisdom is not an independent entity.
Wisdom is a by-product of an emotionally healthy
brain. It is the smoke where the production of
biochemicals and their interactions is the fire. The
current methods of trying to produce wisdom are
like trying to produce smoke without lighting the
fire. No wonder wisdom is fuzzy when studied,
observed and examined; as it a secondary entity
and it is like studying smoke, without having any
knowledge of the fire.

b) Again wisdom is considered a subject just like
math and science. So wisdom knowledge is
taught via its attributes in the belief that the
student will learn wisdom's attributes and become
wise. The mind is eager to learn and wants to
become wise but the brain is physically too drunk
on ignorance to understand and follow. The brain
is physically engineered to keep generating
ignorance. 

c) Wisdom is a physical production of the brain
and what wisdom education tries to accomplish is
to get a brain that is physically tuned to produce
ignorance to start to stop producing ignorance and
start producing wisdom. It is like trying to get a
nitrogen producing machine to stop producing
nitrogen and start producing oxygen without
physically changing the nitrogen machine.

The roots of an emotionally healthy brain that
produce wisdom are well set by the time the child
is six years old. Unfortunately, the roots of
ignorance (the opposite of wisdom) are already
also well set by age six. In the majority of students; the brain is already physically & emotionally
unhealthy by the time the student is ready for wisdom education. Trying to teach wisdom to an



unhealthy brain is like trying to graft health onto a sick brain without healing the sick brain first. 

Wisdom is an emotionally healthy behavior that springs from an emotionally healthy brain. It is the
physical activity in the brain that produces wisdom. If the brain is not wired to physically produce
wisdom and is wired to produce ignorance then no amount of wisdom education will make any
difference. The physical brain has to be healed; thus wisdom education is brain therapy that heals the
brain into becoming emotionally healthy.

It is well established that man becomes wise by old age. What happens is that the emotional baggage
that blocks wisdom is gradually ground out over many decades; leaving the brain emotionally healthy.
Why wait for many decades to become wisdom; why not remove the emotional baggage ASAP? So
wisdom education is brain therapy that removes the emotional baggage from the brain. We already
have several paths to healing the sub-normal brain into becoming normal. We can use the same into
healing the so-called normal brain into a super normal brain.

Wisdom generates the right emotions, the right judgments, the right understanding, the right behavior
effortlessly. When you become wisdom you will not only have pure happiness, love, relaxation, sound
sleep, in fact, you will have all the attributes of wisdom. You will become pure life itself. Becoming pure
life is your true destiny; free of all tensions, hates, jealousies, greed etc. 

Just imagine the pure flavor of life that effortlessly flows from experiencing actual wisdom effortlessly
24-7; simply by becoming wisdom. Why would you want to settle for an inferior quality life with regular
sugar, flour, and butter when you can have the very pure Cake of Life?
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